DURING CERTAIN STAGES OF CONSTRUCTION, MECHANICS VALLEY ROAD WILL BE CLOSED AT BOTH ENDS OF THE BRIDGE DURING CSX'S PROPOSED DETOUR. THE CONTRACTOR WILL USE US 40 (JUDAH HIGHWAY), MD 372 (NORTH EAST ROAD), WASHINGTON ROAD, AND BOUCHIELE ROAD TO TRANSPORT WORKERS. A SMALL NUMBER OF LIVING RESIDENCES ON THE EAST SIDE OF MECHANICS VALLEY ROAD AND BOUCHIELE ROAD WILL REMAIN OPEN TO LOCAL TRAFFIC AND ALL RESIDENTS.

THE CONTRACTOR MUST NOTIFY THE FOLLOWING AGENCIES AT LEAST TWO WEEKS IN ADVANCE OF THE DETOUR:

1. Cecil County Department of Emergency Services
2. Cecil County Police
3. Cecil County Public Works
4. Cecil County Department of Public Works, Engineering and Construction
5. Cecil County Department of Parks and Recreation
6. Maryland State Police
7. SHA Resident Maintenance Engineer
8. SHA District Traffic Engineer
9. SHA Office of Communications

SHA: 1-800-323-6742

THE CONTRACTOR MUST NOTIFY THE FOLLOWING AGENCIES TWO HOURS PRIOR TO THE DETOUR AND IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE DETOUR IS REMOVED:

1. Cecil County Department of Emergency Services
2. Statewide Operations Center

SHA: 1-800-323-6742

METHICULOUS CONSTRUCTION CO.
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